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Welcome to the new look News Letter I hope its the first of many and what a way to start.
Dorset Coppice Group Open day! What a belter lots of Public and lots of Sun!
Bonsley wood was alive with chatter, laughter, demonstrators and lots of children enjoying the great out 
doors.
 Their was many a grown up also enjoying the day with lots of visitors saying how much they had
 enjoyed their visit.
A big thank you to Jilly who had spent a lot of time organizing the event and also planing it on one of 
the hottest days of the year so far was just amazing! 
I must say a big thank you to the ladies in the marquee who slaved over a hot stove and boiler to keep us 
going all day with a Bacon roll and copious amounts of tea!



CHAIRMAN'S CHIPPINGS

Hi All 

Hope all is well with you, as you can see the DCG newsletter is up and running thanks to Dave 
Ewers who put himself forward as a potential editor which was accepted with open arms.  From 
what I have gleaned from Dave so far we have something to look forward to!

We are also looking for a volunteer/s to take over from Jilly Snelson to organise DCG Open/
Beanpole Day and Taster Day from next year 2014. Jilly will be organising this years Taster Day 
for the last time so its an ideal opportunity to work with her to obtain hands on experience for these 
two events. The ideal solution would be for two  people to work together to ease the work load i.e. 
a couple, friends, semi-retired or other wise. Please have a serious think and let me know if you 
can help.  These are the two main events in DCG calendar and so a big thank you to Jilly for all 
her hard work in continually organising excellent open days.

This years Open/Beanpole Day was a great success. The group raised funds by selling refresh-
ments and running a tombola stall.  A big thank you to everyone who helped.

Hope you all have a fruitful summer.

Dave

"Well, its like this. When I pick up a hammer, a light seems to come on in my head and where I'm 
going to hit the nail seems to be all brightly lit up".
Jon



Open Day 2013

We had so much rain and cold winds leading up to the day, that I felt a little despondent with a couple of weeks to go   but  
tried to push the thought of a wet day to the back of my mind.  Then  with a week to go the miracle happened !  the 
weather forecast gradually improved  and finally when they did commit themselves to forecasting for the Saturday – hur-
ray! ! it was going to be dry all day and even warmer than we dared hope.

So with plenty of members to demonstrate and sell, enough helpers arranged for things like the Tombola, Catering, car 
parking etc, all that would make the day pretty much perfect was loads of visitors – and we got them!

I couldn’t believe it, there was a constant dust cloud along the track into the wood, as car after car made their way to 
where Mike Wallis and Anthony Trevis were busy directing the parking operations.  Of course we can never say how 
many people actually visited us, as we never had a permanent ‘parking attendant’ who could have counted them as they 
came in.  But I don’t think it really matters, all that does matter is that everything came together and provided a very suc-
cessful day for everyone.

The only thing that could have made the day perfect was if the weather leading up to the event had been warm enough to 
encourage the bluebells to perform as well – but hey! That was only a tiny disappointment.

As far as promoting the Group is concerned, I think it was successful – there was a good piece in the Blackmore Vale 
magazine with a photo of all the members who were there at the end, and I have had several comments from visitors say-
ing what a great day it was.  The profits from the food came to just over £300 and from the Tombola £ 98 so combined 
with the general promotion of the Group, I feel we had a very successful event and everyone who took part should give 
themselves a pat on the back for helping to make it happen.

So my thanks to everyone who contributed in any way.

Jilly Snelson
Secretary





Fencing Longevity

I wrote to the newsletter in Winter 2005 asking if anybody knew how long heavy duty plastic cable ties 
would last, as they seemed an excellent way of attaching hurdles to posts. Not getting any response, I 
used some for the purpose in my own garden, reasoning that if they failed I’d learn about it before my 
customers did. A year or two ago part of the fence blew over in a gale, but as it was prevented from col-
lapsing completely by some trees I’ve only now got round to investigating.  

The ties I’d used were only 8mm, whereas I now use 9mm. None had failed, albeit one which had been 
bent through an unusually sharp angle broke as I was undoing it. I plan to re-use the rest and continue the 
experiment. The tannalised hurdles [6ft of weave, 6-sails nominal 3ft 9ins wide, being the largest dimen-
sion that will fit into the treatment tunnel] were still sound and have some further life in them. It was the 
8ft tannalised posts that had failed, having rotted and broken at ground level. I then realised that I had 
inadvertently conducted a further experiment. Using what I’d happened to hold in stock, I’d supported 
some of my hurdles with 55mm diameter posts, whereas the rest were larger. It was the smaller diameter 
ones that had rotted. 

It’s not immediately apparent to me why smaller diameter posts should rot faster; indeed if  the preserva-
tive penetrates to a consistent depth, one might expect less of their inner timber to be untreated. Had I 
just fallen foul of a dud batch of posts? As an alternative hypothesis, a 6ft run of wattle, even supported 
every 4ft, is subject to a lot of wind pressure to flex the posts at ground level. Could that action help to 
work moisture into the lighter posts and so hasten their demise? Comments please!

Over the years I’ve consumed several packs of 100 ties. They’re slightly cheaper by the thousand. A case 
for bulk purchase by the Group?

George Darwall



Safety Confessional (2)

When your woodcarving procedure sheds copious blood, it’s hard to explain convincingly the infallible logic 
which led to your attempting it. An analogy may help.

Suppose you’re cutting a mortice and need to pare away the inner faces. Your chisel must slide across the 
grain. If the mortice is blind, the blade will be stopped at the bottom, unless you use disproportionate force to 
split through the remaining timber to the far side. That outcome will be unthinkable if the work is laterally 
compressed in a vice.

I was cutting not a mortice but the delicate monogram forming the head of a spoon, but needed to pare the 
edge of a letter across the grain in a similar manner. Rather than the bottom of a blind mortice, all that pre-
vented the chisel from going too far was part of the frail letter behind. The work wasn’t compressed by the 
vice; that was holding the spoon at the bowl end. The entire carving was so fragile that I needed to support it 
behind with my left hand...

I must (of course) have realised the inherent hazard. Only an idiot would have positioned his fingers exactly 
in line with the blade. I’m sure I would have cut with infinite care, sweeping the edge in an arc rather than 
pressing it forcibly into the timber. So nothing could possibly have gone wrong...

The immediate aftermath of an accident is not the best time for dispassionate analysis. I suspect that I must 
have been bracing my left hand against the work, that I hadn’t tightened the vice adequately, and that it sud-
denly slipped. At all events, having split through the back letter, my 3/8” carving chisel scored an exit be-
tween my 2nd and 3rd fingers. Adding insult, the circular edge of the ferrule of the handle gouged off an extra 
lump of skin. My grateful thanks to the Minor Injuries Unit, Westminster Hospital, Shaftesbury, for patching 
me up.

 Reflection: If you sweep your workshop floor regularly, it’ll be easier to find that chip you knocked off by 
mistake so that it can be glued back again. If, for a change, you’re looking for a severed body part, seek im-
mediate medical advice on how best to preserve it for microsurgery. 

George Darwall



A birch stump cut in March on Upton Heath during a cold snap with the resultant sap freezing during the night.  Oh, 
and Rocky stands guard, what for only he knows!!
 
Paul

Where does the term “Bodging” come from?

There is a notice in the building at Bonsley that purports to explain where the term bodging comes 
from, having assisted Pete Jameson Pole in his role as Pole Lathe Turners Association local contact 
over the last few years, I have often wondered how accurate these are.  None of the explanations I 
have heard so far to my mind have adequately linked the term meaning pole lathe turner to the 
other, better known meaning: a person who does not do a job well.

I am currently reading More Than Seventy Summers by Tony Harman and Ruth Boyd.  Tony Harman 
farmed in Buckinghamshire from the 1930’s, has written for the Guardian and his Television series 
Seventy Summers was first broadcast on the BBC in 1986.  In his book he mentions the Windsor chair 
makers of High Wycombe.  He states “It started in the beech woods with people called bodgers mak-
ing parts of the chairs” and he goes on to say “the Buckinghamshire word has become part of the 
English language (the new meaning deriving from the fact that bodgers half finished their work).”  To 
my mind this seems a more logical explanation of the word and ties it nicely to the craft of pole 
lathe turning, what do others think?

Paul Vodden



Classifieds
Wanted

There has been a request from the Bonsley Work Group for some 6ft x 6ft hurdles to hide the water 
tank between the two barns. Is anyone in a position to supply, maybe, one each?

Please contact Mike Wallis distantlinks@uwclub.net for details.

Has anyone got an old spar hook for sale please contact David Ewers randalls.farm@btinternet.com

Has any one got too much woodland to look after or know of any that I could apply to manage?
Please contact David Ewers randalls.farm@btinternet.com

I hope you all enjoy what I have done if 
you have anything for sale, wanted, an up 
coming event, class that your running or 
anything you would like to share please 
email me info.

randalls.farm@btinternet.com 

David Ewers
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